1. Make sure all your iPads are Compatible
a. How many iPads in total? (Recommend 5 or less) Where will each
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iPad be located? (Recommend 3 or less on Sideline)
2. Ensure correct Bridge Antenna angling and placement
a. Use Alternative Pressbox Bridge placement using a longer ethernet
cable if necessary
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b. Make sure placement and angles are correct if on away side
3. Have the Control iPad in the Pressbox
a.
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Use your highest end, most powerful iPad as the control iPad

4. All iPads in Pressbox are in same room as Pressbox iPad antenna
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5. Only Endzone live feed is on and only Control iPad sees the live feed
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6. Make sure Sideline Booster is extended at highest position and angled
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correctly down the sideline
7. Make sure all iPads are connected to correct network
a. If needed “Forget” the other network
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8. Close Sideline and Endzone kits if in direct sun (don't latch the cases)
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9. Make sure iPads are not in direct sunlight to avoid overheating
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10. Turn off Wifi before taking iPad(s) into locker room
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11. Don't turn off the Endzone or the Pressbox cameras at half time
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12. Best practice: Don't let your iPads go to sleep
a. Adjust settings in iPad Settings
13. Best practice: Don't Download a bunch of clips all at once
14. Troubleshooting Tip: Temporarily turn off Wifi on all iPads. Turn back on oneby-one starting with Control iPad as you record game
15. Troubleshooting Tip: Use System info scan and look for the red flags
16. Troubleshooting Tip: Restart the Pressbox Bridge antenna by unplugging the
ethernet cable from router and reinsert
17. Troubleshooting Tip: Reset the Control iPad network settings
18. After game is over make sure to select any Blue Download Arrows for BOTH
angles before breaking down the system for the night
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